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ABSTRACT

The European Commission 4th Framework Programme project “Assessment of
Passive Safety Injection Systems of Advanced Light Water Reactors Reactors
(FI4I-CT95-0004)” involved experiments on the PACTEL test facility and
computer simulations of selected experiments. The experiments focused on the
performance of Passive Safety Injection Systems (PSIS) of Advanced Light Water
Reactors (ALWRs) in Small Break Loss-Of-Coolant Accident (SBLOCA)
conditions. The PSIS consisted of a Core Make-up Tank (CMT) and two
pipelines. A pressure balancing line (PBL) connected the CMT to one cold leg.
The injection line (IL) connected it to the downcomer. The project involved 15
experiments in three series. The experiments provided valuable information about
condensation and heat transfer processes in the CMT, thermal stratification of
water in the CMT, and natural circulation flow through the PSIS lines. The
experiments showed the examined PSIS works efficiently in SBLOCAs although
the flow through the PSIS may stop in very small SBLOCAs, when the hot water
fills the CMT. The experiments also demonstrated the importance of flow
distributor (sparger) in the CMT to limit rapid condensation.

The project included validation of three thermal-hydraulic computer codes
(APROS, CATHARE and RELAP5). The analyses showed the codes are capable
of simulating the overall behaviour of the transients. The codes predicted
accurately the core heatup, which occurred when the primary coolant inventory
was reduced so much that the core top became free of water. The detailed analyses
of the calculation results showed that some models in the codes still need
improvements. Especially, further development of models for thermal
stratification, condensation and natural circulation flow with small driving forces
would be necessary for accurate simulation of phenomena in the PSIS.
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ABBREVIATIONS

ALWR Advanced Light Water Reactor
APROS Computer code, Advanced Prosess Simulator
APWR Advanced Pressurized Water Reactor
CATHARE Computer code, Code Avancè de Thermo-Hydraulic pour

les Accidents des Reacteurs a’ Eau
CHF Critical Heat Flux
CMT Core Makeup Tank
ECCS Emergency Core Cooling System
GRINAP Graphical User Interface of APROS
IL Injection Line
LOCA Loss off Coolant Accident
LTKK Lappeenranta University of Technology
NFS Nuclear Fission Safety
PACTEL Parallel Channel Test Loop
PBL Pressure Balancing Line
PSIS Passive Safety Injection System
RELAP Computer code, Reactor Leak and Analyses Programme
SBLOCA Small Break Loss off Coolant Accident
VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland
WP Work Package
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1. INTRODUCTION

An important aspect of ALWR decay heat removal concerns the plant response
under Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) conditions. In many ALWRs, e.g.
Westinghouse AP600, gravity driven passive safety injection systems replace
active pump driven Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS). It is therefore
important, that in such accidents, the ALWR coolant system pressure can be
controlled to allow gravity fed injection to take place. The safety issue here is
whether undesirable system responses could occur in any circumstances.
Additionally, it is necessary to prove that the plant always depressurizes
sufficiently for the ECCS to operate efficiently.

The European Commission Nuclear Fission Safety (NFS2) program project
"Assessment Of Passive Safety Injection Systems Of Advanced Light Water
Reactors (FI4I-CT95-0004)" involved experiments with the PACTEL test facility
[1] on the performance of a passive CMT in SBLOCAs. Of particular interest
were the phenomena occurring in the CMT, such as condensation and temperature
stratification of water. The project also included validation of thermal-hydraulic
computer codes, such as APROS [2], CATHARE [3] and RELAP5 [4]. The use of
PACTEL had an advantage of being independent of reactor manufacturers and
designers. Hence, these tests contributed to an independent public data base on the
performance of PSISs. Most of the experiment data in the world is proprietary,
due to the commercial interests of reactor manufacturers and designers. The
shared-cost type project started in January 1st, 1996 and ended September 30th,
1998.

The main objectives of the project were

•  to provide new and independent information about PSIS performance,
•  to contribute to a public data base for users and developers of thermal-hydraulic
computer codes on the phenomenological behaviour of PSISs in SBLOCAs, and
•  to identify the accuracy, uncertainties and limitations of thermal-hydraulic
computer codes in the modelling of PSIS behaviour.

The CMT used in the experiments followed the proposed design of the
Westinghouse AP600 Advanced Pressurized Water Reactor (APWR) concept5.
The PACTEL facility, however, differs substantially from the AP600 reactor since
it has been designed for simulation of VVER440 type PWRs. The CMT used in
the experiments was one of the two normal accumulators of PACTEL. The
experiment team modified the accumulators to better simulate the CMT tanks.
Some modifications to the original loop geometry and the installation of
additional instrumentation were also necessary. The geometry of the tank and the
tank internals still differed from the geometry of the CMT tanks of the AP600
reactor. For these reasons, the purpose of the experiments was to provide
information about the phenomena in the PSIS, not to simulate accurately the
AP600 reactor.
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The project partners used the experiment data for the validation of thermal-
hydraulic system codes. The main interest in the analyses was in the simulation of
the PSIS behaviour. Of special interest were the condensation and thermal
stratification processes in the CMT, and the PSIS behaviour in situations where
the driving head for flow through the system was small. It is very important to test
the current safety codes capabilities to simulate PSISs and to identify the possible
areas where the codes need further development.

The project involved the following  four work packages (WP):

WP1. Review of ALWR thermal-hydraulic phenomena of interest and the
evaluation of current system code capabilities in their modelling,

WP2. PACTEL experiments with gravity driven core cooling, analysis of the
experiment data, and preparation of qualified experiment reports,

WP3. computer code validation, including feedback from code users to
experimenters, and

WP4. preparation of the final report of the project.

VTT Energy (VTT) and the Lappeenranta University of Technology (LTKK)
from Finland were responsible for the PACTEL experiments (WP 2). VTT, the
University of Pisa from Italy, and the AEA Technology from the UK were
responsible for the WP 1, WP 3 and WP 4. VTT Energy co-ordinated the project.

The first part of the report (Chapter 2) presents an overview to the Work Package
1. Chapter 3 presents a summary of the main experiment results. Chapter 4
summarises the computer calculation results and presents a comparison of
different code calculations. The last part of the report presents the conclusions
(Chapter 5), recommendations (Chapter 6) and lists references and publications
prepared in the project (Appendix 1).
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2. REVIEW OF ALWR THERMAL-HYDRAULIC
PHENOMENA OF INTEREST AND EVALUATION
OF CURRENT SYSTEM CODE CAPABILITIES IN
THEIR MODELLING

The first work package of the project included a review of ALWR thermal-
hydraulic phenomena of interest and evaluation of current system code
capabilities in their modelling. The project team decided to expand the task to
gather information about the available experimental data on the passive safety
injection systems of advanced PWRs. The project team went through the available
public data and wrote a status report [6] .

The phenomenological description of the AP600 reactor CMT behaviour in
SBLOCAs in the status report, which was based on the SPES [7] and ROSA [8]
experimental data, well covered the phenomena observed in this experiment
programme. So, the report formed a good basis for the current experiments.

During the project, more results of APWR’s have been published in international
conferences and papers. The project team also received more information about
the AP600 experiments (SPES and APEX [9] -experiments) through the visits to
the test sites. The results of the visits have been reported [10] and [11]. The
project team has prepared an addendum [12] to the WP1 report, based on the
available new data.

The reference concept of the current experiments was the AP600 CMT system.
Other APWR designs, such as Korean CP-1000 and Russian VVER-640, include
passive safety system which are partly similar to the AP 600 CMT design, and
where similar phenomena would occur. The data prepared in the current program
is partially applicable also for the other APWRs. These other concepts have been
described in WP1 report.
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3. PACTEL EXPERIMENTS

3.1 EXPERIMENT PARAMETERS AND PROCEDURE

The PACTEL experimental programme included three series with altogether
fifteen experiments. See Table 1. In the experiments, all three loops of the
PACTEL rig were in operation. See Figure 1 for a view of PACTEL with the
PSIS. The first series focused on break size effects on the PSIS behaviour. The
second series concentrated on studying the influence of break location on the PSIS
performance. The third series studied the influences of the CMT position on the
PSIS behaviour. For the third series experiments, the PACTEL operators moved
the CMT to 1 metre higher elevation than in the second experiment series to
increase the driving head for PSIS flow. The main interest in all experiments was
in the PSIS behaviour. The main phenomena of interest were the PSIS flow rate,
heat transfer to the CMT walls and thermal stratification and condensation in the
CMT. See the experimental data reports for detailed experiment parameters,
procedures and PSIS instrumentation and configuration [13], [14], [15], [16], [17]
and [18]. All experiments studied SBLOCA transients. The CMT was the only
safety injection system in use. The experiments did not include accident
management procedures, such as depressurization of the primary or secondary
circuits, which are an important part of the AP600 accident management
procedures.

Table 1. Main parameters in PACTEL experiments.

EXPERIMENT BREAK
DIAMETER

(mm)

BREAK LOCATION CORE
POWER

(kW)

OBJECTIVES

First series
GDE-21 1 cold leg close to DC 160 break size effects
GDE-22 2,5 cold leg close to DC 160 break size effects
GDE-23 5 cold leg close to DC 160 break size effects
GDE-24 3,5 cold leg close to DC 160 break size effects
GDE-25 3,5 cold leg close to DC 160 reproducibility of the phenomena

Second series
GDE-31 3,5 cold leg close to DC 160 small CMT
GDE-32 3,5 hot leg loop seal 160 break location, flow reversal in cold

leg
GDE-33 3,5 cold leg between steam

generator and pressure
balancing line

160 break location, flow reversal in cold
leg

GDE-34 3,5 cold leg close to DC 160 hot CMT; no recirculation flow
GDE-35 3,5 cold leg close to DC 160 no sparger; condensation in the CMT

Third series
GDE-41 3,5 cold leg close to DC 160 CMT position; increased driving force

for CMT flow
GDE-42 3,5 cold leg close to DC 160 additional IL flow orifice
GDE-43 1 cold leg close to DC 160 long recirculation phase; disappearance

of driving force for injection
GDE-44 3,5 cold leg close to DC 160 cold CMT; PBL heating
GDE-45 3,5 cold leg close to DC 160 PBL connected to PRZ
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Figure 1. PACTEL-rig with a Core Make-up Tank.

The experimental procedure was similar in all experiments. To prepare for the
experiments, the PACTEL operators filled the primary and secondary systems
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with water, and heated the loop to the desired initial conditions. In all experiments
except GDE-34, GDE-44 and GDE-45, the PACTEL operators filled the PBL
with hot water, and the CMT and the IL with cold water. In GDE-34, the PSIS
was initially full of hot water. In the GDE-44 experiment, the CMT and the lines
were initially full of cold water. In the GDE-45 experiment, the PBL was initially
full of steam since the PBL connected the CMT to the top of pressurizer.

After reaching the desired initial conditions, the PACTEL operators maintained
them for one hour before beginning the experiment. The initial conditions
included a steady-state single-phase forced circulation in the primary loops. The
initial primary and secondary pressures were about 4.3 and 2.0 MPa. The
pressurizer heaters controlled the primary pressure and the secondary side
controller maintained the secondary pressure. The core power set point was about
3,6% (160 kW) of the scale nominal power of the reference plant. The operators
used the feed water pumps manually to keep the secondary side liquid inventory
constant. The level set point was 72 cm, which is 4 cm above the horizontal heat-
exchange tube bundle in the steam generators. In the PSIS, all the valves in the
PBL were open all the time. The IL check valve was closed during the heat-up and
steady state phases of the experiments.

The first 1000 seconds of the experiments included steady-state measurements.
Before opening the break, the operators opened the PBL drain valve to fill the line
with hot water. The transient began at 1000 seconds when the operators opened
the valve downstream the break orifice. Simultaneously they stopped the primary
circulation pumps. The operators opened the isolation valve in the IL and
switched off the pressurizer heaters when the pressurizer level dropped below 3,5
metres. The operators finished the experiments when the primary loop liquid
inventory reached the point where the surface temperatures of the fuel rod
simulators at the core exit region exceeded 300 oC, or when the experiment had
lasted 15 000 seconds.

3.1.1 PSIS configurations

The PSIS configuration varied in different experiment series. Figure 2 presents
PSIS configuration in the second and third experiment series. The first series used
a similar PSIS configuration to the second series but with a larger CMT. The
CMTs used in the experiments were equipped with a flow distributor (sparger).
The purpose of the sparger was to reduce condensation in the tank. See Figure 3
for details of the sparger geometry.

The CMT instrumentation included thermocouples in different elevations for
water and wall temperature measurements. Differential pressure transducers
measured the levels in the CMT. See Figure 4. Flow meters in the PBL and IL
measured the single-phase liquid flow in the PSIS pipelines. The PBL flowmeter
measured accurately small flow rates, such as typical for PSIS recirculation phase.
The IL flow meter measured accurately the flow during CMT injection phase, but
was inaccurate during the recirculation phase.
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Figure 2. Different PSIS
configurations (first series (top left), second series (bottom left) and third series
experiment GDE-45 (top right)).
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Figure 3. Sparger.

Figure 4. CMT instrumentation in the third series.
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3.2 RESULTS

3.2.1 PSIS operation modes

Figure 5 shows the principle configuration of the PSIS in the experiments. The
PSIS consisted of PBL, CMT and IL. The PBL connected the CMT to the cold
leg. The IL connected the bottom of the CMT to the downcomer. The IL isolation
valve was closed during normal operation of the loop. The PBL was open all the
time and the CMT was at same pressure as the primary circuit.

During normal operation of the loop, there was no flow through the PSIS. The
flow began when the operators opened the IL isolation valve, usually from the low
pressurizer level. The first PSIS operation mode, recirculation phase, included  
single-phase water circulation through the system. The density difference between
the hot water in the PBL and the cold in the CMT and IL created the driving force
for the flow. The second mode, oscillating phase, included two-phase flow in the  
PBL. The density difference which drove the flow was larger since the PBL was
now full of two-phase mixture. The flow rate during this phase was larger than
during recirculation phase. The third operation mode was called injection phase.  
During this phase, steam flowed to the CMT and level in the tank dropped. The
driving force for flow was large and the flow through the PSIS was at its
maximum

&ROG�OHJ

&RUH�PDNH�XS�WDQN��&07�

'RZQFRPHU

,QMHFWLRQ�/LQH��,/�
3UHVVXUH�%DODQFLQJ
/LQH��3%/�

+RW�OHJ

6SDUJHU

5HDFWRU�FRUH

Figure 5. Principle PSIS configuration.
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Figure 6 illustrates the different PSIS operation modes. The recirculation phase
was important, because the hot water flowing to the CMT formed an isolating
layer in the tank between the cold water and the steam. This reduced possibilities
for rapid condensation in the CMT. Condensation may disturb PSIS operation if
the hot liquid layer breaks down. This may happen, for example, during
oscillating phase when two-phase mixture flows to the CMT.
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Mass flow rate through the PSIS varied as the driving force changed during
different PSIS operation modes. The mass flow was low during the recirculation
phase and high during the injection phase. Between these two phases, mass flow
rate oscillated. See Figure 7.

3.2.2 Parametric studies

The experiments studied the effects of
• the break size and location,
• the CMT size and position,
• the removal of the flow distributor (sparger),
• the initial water temperature in the CMT and PBL,
• the PBL connection position and
• the injection line flow resistance

on the PSIS behavior during SBLOCA’s.

Break size

During the recirculation phase, hot water flowed through the PBL to the CMT and
replaced cold water there. The average recirculation phase mass flow rate varied
between 0.074 and 0.083 kg/s and decreased slightly with decreasing break size
and Loop 2 flow rate. See Table 2 for a summary of the PSIS flow rates in the
experiments. The break size had large influence on the duration of the
recirculation phase. The recirculation phase began when the operators opened the
IL isolation valve, and ended when the water level in the Cold Leg 2 dropped
below the PBL connection. The length of the recirculation phase increased as the
break size decreased. This was important because the driving head for
recirculation flow, the density difference between the PBL and IL, reduced when
hot water filled the CMT. In an extreme case, the whole CMT and the IL became
full of hot water, and the driving head for recirculation flow disappeared. This
happened in the experiment GDE-43. The whole CMT became full of hot water
and the flow through it stopped for 2000 seconds after about 9000 seconds of
recirculation flow. In the PACTEL loop, only one CMT was in operation. In the
real plant, flow through the all CMTs would stop if the break is small enough. In
PACTEL, the fact that the flow through the PSIS stopped did not effect the main
function of the PSIS: the CMT began to inject water normally as the level in the
cold leg of the Loop 2 dropped below the PBL connection.

The maximum break diameter in the experiments was 5 mm. In the 5 mm break
experiment, there were condensation problems (water hammer) near the ECC
water injection position in the downcomer. Problems occurred when water-plugs
moving in the horizontal part of the Loop 2 cold leg between the break and
downcomer hit the downcomer diffuser. See Figure 8 for the geometry of
PACTEL near the break position. The reason for the water plug movement was
condensation, which occurred when steam coming from the cold leg met cold
water near the break position. The cold water flow rate from the downcomer was
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not large enough to fill the cold leg pipe completely, when it flowed into the
break. This led to condensation induced water hammer in the horizontal section of
the Loop 2 cold leg.

break

Loop 2 cold
leg

Downcomer
with diffuser

ECC water
pipeline

Figure 8. Cold leg connections to the downcomer in the PACTEL. Break locates
in the bottom of the Loop 2 cold leg pipe in the lower right corner of the figure.

Table 2. Overview of the PSIS flow rates in the PACTEL CMT experiments.

Recirculation phase Injection and oscillating
phases

Experiment Break
size

(mm)

Average flow
rate through

the PSIS
(kg/s)

Average
Loop 2 flow

rate

(kg/s)

Duration

(s)

Average flow
rate from the

CMT
(kg/s)

Time needed
to empty the

CMT
(s)

First series (large CMT)

GDE-21 1 0,074 0,33 8820 0,02 over 4500 s
GDE-22 2,5 0,079 0,46 1145 0,21 5675
GDE-23 5 0,083 0,61 380 0,34 3300
GDE-24 3,5 0,080 0,49 540 0,33 3650
GDE-25 3,5 0,080 0,50 530 0,33 3570

Second series (small CMT)

GDE-31 3,5 0,078 0,50 550 0,30 2215
GDE-32 3,5 0,075 0,18 960 0,08 9470
GDE-33 3,5 0,072 0,27 685 0,07 11740
GDE-34 3,5 0 0,57 - 0,31 1780
GDE-35 3,5 0,080 0,50 540 not started experiment

terminated
before the

CMT begun
to inject

Third series (small CMT at high position)

GDE-41 3,5 0,085 0,51 565 0,33 2115
GDE-42 3,5 <0,02 0,50 1000 0,15 3800
GDE-43 1 0,077 0,26 8265 0,07 over 5200 s
GDE-44 3,5 0,087 0,47 560 0,32 2125
GDE-45 3,5 not measured - 35 0,30 2290
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Between the recirculation phase and the injection phase the flow through the PSIS
oscillated. The oscillations took place when the cold leg water-level was close to
the PBL connection. During this phase, the level in the CMT dropped, but the
PBL was only partially full of steam. Flow of water to the CMT was possible. In
the experiments with the smallest break size, the flow through the PSIS was in this
oscillating region until the end of the experiments and the injection phase never
really started. The injection phase of CMT operation began when the level near
the PBL connection dropped so much that only steam could enter the PBL. The
CMT became empty more quickly in the experiments with larger break size.

Break location

In loss-of-coolant accidents, the flow through the broken cold leg may reverse. If
the loop flow reverses in the AP600 type reactor in the loop which has a PBL
connection, water below the saturation temperature may flow from the
downcomer through the broken cold leg to the PBL and, finally, back to the CMT.
This may lead to condensation in the CMT. The PACTEL experiments GDE-32
and GDE-33 demonstrated that the flow reversal and the flow of cold water from
the downcomer through the cold leg towards the PBL could occur. The
temperature of water flowing through the cold leg was so high that no significant
condensation in the CMT occurred. Flow reversal in the broken cold leg will
affect only one CMT and the CMT’s connected to the intact loops of the reactor
would remain unaffected.

When the break was located in the hot leg or close to the steam generator outlet in
the cold leg, the water level stabilized near the PBL connection and the PSIS
operated in the oscillating mode for an extended time. The injection flow rate
from the CMT never reached the full value since the PBL did not become
completely empty of water.

CMT size and position

The experiments used two different CMT tanks. The first series, experiments
GDE-21 through GDE-25, used the large CMT (2,06m high; 0,85/0,90m
inside/outside diameter). Experiments GDE-31 through GDE-45 used a taller
CMT with a smaller volume (1,95m high; 0,66/0,70m inside/outside diameter).
The experiments also studied effects of the CMT position on the PSIS behaviour.
For the GDE-41 through GDE-45 experiments, the PACTEL operators moved the
CMT to a 1 metre higher elevation than in the previous experiments. This
increased the driving head for PSIS flow from about 6.6 to 7.6 metres.

As expected, the core heatup occurred later in the experiments with the larger
CMT. The time needed to empty the CMT was directly proportional to the CMT
water volume. The ratio of the initial water volume in the small and large CMT
was about 0,58 (≈632dm3/1088dm3). The ratio of draining time in the identical
experiments with the small and large CMT was about 0,61 (≈2215s/3650s). This
means that the difference between the wall mass of the CMT’s, about 50 % more
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in the larger CMT due to thicker walls and larger diameter, did not have a
significant influence on the condensation rate in the tank or the draining time.

The elevated CMT position increased the recirculation phase flow rate. The flow
through the PSIS was about 10 % higher when the CMT was at the 1 m higher
position. The flow rate increased since the PSIS pipeline pressure losses had to
compensate for the increased driving head because of the higher CMT position.
During the CMT injection phase, the flow through the PSIS was more unstable.
The flow stagnated and oscillated, which made comparison of the flow rates
between the experiments more difficult. Some increase of IL flow was obvious in
the experiments with CMT at higher position, but the increase was not as large as
during the recirculation phase.
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Figure 9. Pressure in the CMT. Experiments with (GDE-31) and without (GDE-
35) sparger in the CMT.

Flow distributor (sparger)

The purpose of the flow distributor (sparger) in the CMT was to diminish the
possibility of rapid condensation in the CMT, such as was observed in the earlier
passive safety injection experiments in PACTEL [19]. In the current experiments,
the sparger was in use in the CMT and there were no problems with rapid
condensation. Some condensation occurred in the CMT when steam began to flow
there after the recirculation phase. In some experiments, the injection flowrate
stopped temporarily during the injection phase when the steam condensation in
the tank reduced the pressure there. Condensation occurred when water (possibly
condensate flowing from the steam generator to the cold leg loop seal) temporarily
filled the cold leg near the PBL connection and the water flowed to the CMT. The
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injection flow resumed soon after the PBL connection position in the cold leg
became free of water again. The flow stagnations lasted typically no longer than
2-3 minutes.

The removal of sparger had significant influence on the PSIS behavior. In the
experiment without a sparger, intensive condensation in the CMT occurred and
the CMT pressure dropped when steam began to flow to the CMT i.e. when the
PSIS injection phase begun. The rapid condensation in the CMT led to strong
mixing of the hot and cold water layers in the tank, and the temperature profile in
the CMT became almost uniform. The pressure in the CMT dropped close to
atmospheric whereas the pressure in the other primary loop remained unchanged.
The CMT pressure history from experiments with and without sparger is
presented in Figure 9. When the CMT pressure collapsed the PACTEL operators
terminated the experiment to avoid damage to the rig.

Initial temperature in the PSIS
The AP600 reactor PSIS design includes initially hot water in the PBL and cold
water in the CMT and IL. The PBL configuration is such that hot water from the
primary circuit fills the line through natural convection without any heating
equipments or operator actions. The PSIS may, however, become full of hot water
during normal operation of the plant if the IL check valve leaks. As an extreme
case, the PACTEL experiment programme also studied the situation where the
PBL was initially full of cold water.

The fact that the CMT becomes full of hot water during normal operation of the
plant eliminates the PSIS recirculation phase, since the driving force for the PSIS
flow disappears. In the PACTEL experiment, the fact that the PSIS was initially
full of hot water eliminated the PSIS recirculation phase, but did not affect the
main function of the PSIS. The PSIS injection phase began as planned when the
water level in the cold leg dropped below the PBL connection position. The PSIS
worked as planned also in the experiment where the PBL was initially full of cold
water. In this experiment there was no initial driving force for flow through the
PSIS due to the temperature difference between the PSIS lines. The flow through
the PSIS started when the operators opened the IL check valve. Also, in this case,
the PSIS fulfilled its main function of providing water to the primary circuit.

The initial water temperature in the CMT affected the water level in the reactor
pressure vessel and the timing of core heatup at the end of the experiments. The
core heated up earlier in the experiments where the PSIS was initially full of hot
water. When the water was hot a lower water level in the core side was enough to
balance the downcomer water column.
PBL connection position

In the Westinghouse AP600 reactor, the PBL connects the top of the CMT to the
cold leg of the primary circuit. In the Korean (CARR) CP-1300 Reactor [20], the
PBL connects the top of the pressurizer to the CMT top. The experimental
programme included one SBLOCA test with the PBL connection to the top of the
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pressurizer. The CMT worked as planned also in this experiment. The were no
problems with condensation in the CMT, although there was practically no water
circulation through the PBL before the CMT started to inject water. The injection
mass flow rate oscillated, but this was a consequence of the PACTEL primary
loop geometry with loop seals in the hot legs. The change of PBL connection
position affected the primary coolant distribution and, hence, timing of core heat-
up at the end of the experiment. Core heat-up occurred earlier in the experiment
with the PBL connection to the top of pressurizer than in the similar experiment
with the cold leg PBL connection. The reason was the accumulation of water in
the pressurizer and PSIS injection line.

IL flow resistance

For one experiment, the PACTEL operators installed an extra flow orifice in the
IL, to reduce the flow through the PSIS. The reduced flow from the CMT had an
influence on the water-level behaviour in the core section. The water-level in the
core section was lower when the extra orifice was in use. The core water-level
settled to the hot leg loop seal bottom elevation, and remained there as long as
there was water in the CMT. The fact the level was at the hot leg loop seal bottom
elevation led to pressure fluctuations, when the hot leg loop seals opened and
closed. The pressure oscillations started simultaneously with the beginning of the
CMT injection phase. The higher flow resistance in the PSIS injection line did not
change the principle behaviour of the PSIS system. All three PSIS operation
modes were present, with lower flow rates only. During the injection phase,
because of the higher flow resistance, the injection mass flow rate was not
oscillating as much as earlier.

3.2.3 Heat transfer to the CMT wall

As the CMT recirculated, hot liquid flowed to the top and created a hot liquid
layer. Since the flows in the CMT were small, there was very little mixing of this
layer with the colder water and a thermally stratified hot liquid layer formed.
Above this thermally stratified layer there was a layer of saturated liquid. The
thickness of the layers depended on the break size, as discussed earlier in this
report. Since the CMT walls were initially cold, the hot liquid layer transferred
heat to the walls.

PACTEL CMT instrumentation did not include thermocouples directly in the
CMT walls, but in the manhole cover. See Figure 4. The thickness of the cover
was 40 mm, and the thermocouples located 2 millimeters from the both surfaces
of the cover. The same cover was in use in both CMT’s. Using the temperature
measurement data it was possible to estimate the heat flux to the cover as the hot
liquid layer passed the thermocouples and as the steam began to condense. The
measured wall heat flux profile depended on the thickness of the hot liquid layer.
In the smallest break experiments, the hot liquid layer was thick and the maximum
heat flux occurred when the hot water layer passed the thermocouple position. In
medium size break experiments, the heat flux showed two peaks. The first peak
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occurred when the hot liquid layer passed the thermocouple. The second peak
corresponded to the time when the top of the liquid layer passed the thermocouple
and condensation began. In the large break experiment, the hot liquid layer was
very thin and the two peaks coincided.

When the wall thermocouples were underwater, the heat transfer mechanism was
natural convection from liquid to the wall. During this phase the heat transfer
coefficient varied between 1 and 4 kW/m2-K. As the water surface passed the
thermocouple, condensation began. The change in the heat transfer mode
increased local heat transfer coefficient. During this phase, the temperature
difference between the wall and steam was small and close to the lower
measurement limit of the thermocouples.

During the natural convection heat transfer period, an appropriate correlation is
the McAdams natural convection correlation, as suggested by Cunnigham et. al.
[21]. During the condensation phase Cunningham et. al suggested the Nusselt film
condensation model. Figure 10 and Figure 11 present a comparison of the
PACTEL experiment data from the first experiment series and the values
calculated from the McAdams and Nusselt correlations. A separate report presents
the heat flux and heat transfer coefficient values for the second and third
experiment series [22].
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3.2.4 Thermal stratification in the CMT

During the recirculation
phase of the PSIS
operation, hot water filled
the upper part of the CMT.
Since the walls of the CMT
were initially cold, hot
water transferred heat to the
walls and a thermally
stratified layer formed in
the CMT. The temperature
profile in the CMT was
steep in the beginning of
the transient but became
less steep as the water level
in the tank lowered. See
Figure 11. Condensation of
steam and flow of water to
the tank brought more hot
water to the CMT and
increased the hot liquid
layer thickness. Flashing of
hot liquid layer may also
have happened when the
pressure in the tank
dropped due to steam
condensation. See Figure
12 for the phenomena in the
CMT during the
experiments.

The thickness of the
thermally stratified and
saturated liquid layers
varied in the experiments.
In the experiments with

larger break or when the break was at the outlet part of the cold leg, the saturated
liquid layer was very thin and the water temperature in the CMT reached
saturation only close to the water surface. The thickness of saturated layer
increased as the break size decreased or when the break position was changed to
the inlet part of the cold leg or to the hot leg. See Figure 14 and Figure 15 for the
positions of actual water level and the top and bottom of the thermally stratified
layer in two PACTEL experiments. Information about the thickness of the hot
liquid layers in the CMT in the second and third experiment series can be found in
reference [22].

Figure 13. Phenomena in the CMT during ECC
water injection.
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3.2.5  Reproducibility of the phenomena

To study the reproducibility of the phenomena in the CMT, the experimental team
repeated one experiment with identical parameters. The overall behavior of the
primary and secondary systems was similar in both experiments. The later phase
of the experiments showed some differences in the primary and secondary
pressures and in the pressurizer level behavior. The pressure in the CMT dropped
due to condensation in the both experiments when the injection phase of CMT
operation started. The CMT draining times were about 100 seconds different in
the experiments. Consequently, the core heat-up was delayed by about 170
seconds. See Figure 16 for comparison of the primary pressure and core water
level in the repeated experiments.
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Figure 16. Primary pressure and core water level in the experiments studying
reproducibility of the PSIS phenomena.

3.3 STEAM GENERATOR PERFORMANCE

The PACTEL experiment loop has three horizontal steam generators. In the
passive safety injection experiments, the secondary side pressure and water level
were kept constant during the experiments. Separate feed water injection to each
steam generator kept water level in the steam generator secondary side above the
heat exchange tubes. The level variations in the experiments were slow and the
operators controlled the levels manually. Feed water temperature and flow rate
were about 50oC and 1-2 l/min, respectively. The feed water temperature
measurement position was such that the measurement did not show the correct
value when the feed water pumps were off. When the feed water pumps were off,
hot water from the steam generator secondary side filled the measurement position
and the temperature rose.
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A standard PI-controller of Loop 1 steam generator controlled the pressure in all
steam generators through the common steam line. The control valve is a normal
servo valve and all steam produced in the secondary side flows through this single
valve. The valve flow area follows a parabolic curve after the dimensionless valve
position value exceeds 0,21. Below that value, the valve is closed.

Table 3 gives basic information about the valve. The valve position is controlled
using the measured steam line pressure as a control value. This value is then
compared with the secondary pressure setpoint, and a new value for the valve
position is determined.

The controller uses the following formulas to calculate the valve position O(t):
O(t) = C * DEV(t) + INT(t)
INT(t) = INT(t-TS) + C * TS / TI * DEV(t)
DEV(t) = p - pa

C = amplification factor = 1
TS = measurement frequency 1 (s)
TI = integration time = 30 s
pa = pressure setpoint (bar)
p = measured pressure (bar)
t = time

0 ≤ O(t) ≤ 1

3.4 LIMITATIONS OF THE MEASUREMENT
INSTRUMENTATION

PACTEL instrumentation consists of temperature, pressure, differential pressure
and single phase flow measurements. Since the flow in the primary circuit was
sometimes two phase flow, some measurement instrumentation did not show

Table 3 Information about the secondary side control valve.

Flow area in fully open position = 0,000794 m2

Valve position Normalized area Flow area
(-) (-) (m2)
0,0 0,0 0,0
0,21 0,0 0,0
0,25 0,02 0,00001588
0,30 0,05 0,0000397
0,40 0,12 0,00009528
0,50 0,22 0,00017468
0,60 0,33 0,00026202
0,70 0,47 0,00037318
0,80 0,62 0,00049228
0,90 0,80 0,0006352
1,00 1,00 0,000794
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correct values all the time. Also the operation of the main circulation pumps in the
steady phase of the experiments, and the break flow affected some measurements.
The users of the experiment data should take into account the following:
• PBL flow measurement:

Flow meter in the PBL could only measure single phase liquid flow. The
measurement value was correct only when the PBL was full of water i.e. during
the PSIS recirculation phase.

• IL flow measurement:
Flow meter in the IL could only measure single phase liquid flow. The
measurement value was correct only when the IL was full of water. The
minimum detected mass flow rate was 0.1 kg/s. The IL flow meter did not
measure as low flow rates as the flow meter in the PBL, because of the larger
pipe diameter of the IL.

• Level measurements:
The operation of the main circulation pumps during the first 1000 seconds of
the experiments affected all level measurements in the primary circuits and the
reactor pressure vessel simulator. The level measurements were based on
differential pressure measurements, and during high mass flow rate of forced
convection, the effect of friction pressure loss is significant to most differential
pressure measurements. That is why some differential pressure measurements
were out of range in forced convection. Furthermore, the level values did not
correspond to the actual level in the loop while pumps were running. However,
the measured levels agreed well with the real levels after the operators stopped
the main circulation pumps and the loop flow changed to natural circulation.

• Downcomer mass flow rate measurement:
The measurement range of the downcomer flow meter was 0.3-3.0 kg/s. When
the primary circulation pumps were running, the downcomer flow rate
exceeded the upper limit of the meter. The downcomer flow rate measurement
detected only single phase liquid flow to the downward direction i.e. it couldn’t
measure steam flow or reversed flow.

• Loop mass flow rate measurements:
The primary loop flow rate measurement were valid as long as there was water
in the measurement position. During the steady state period of the experiments
when the primary pumps were running, sum of the three loop flow rate
measurements gives the total flow rate through the PACTEL core simulator.

• Secondary side feed water temperature measurements:
These measurements were valid only when the feed water pumps were running,
as described in the previous chapter.

• Differential pressure measurements near the break position:
The break line was connected to a differential pressure measurement tap. The
flow of water and steam to the break affected the two differential pressure
measurements connected to the same tap.
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3.5 UNCERTAINTIES IN BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Heat losses to the environment and the flow resistance of the primary circulation
loops and PSIS lines form an important boundary condition for the code
calculations. Separate measurements have provided data for code user for
determining these boundary conditions. The boundary conditions include some
uncertainties, which should be taken into account when making code calculations:

• Heat losses distribution and size
Measurement data available at the moment gives the total heat losses and an
estimate of their distribution in the PACTEL rig [23] and [24]. The heat losses
from the main circulation pumps are the most important contributor to the total
losses and they can be determined using the measured pump cooling water
temperatures and flow rates. At the maximum operation pressure and
temperature of the primary loop, the total heat losses of the three main
circulation pumps is 28 ± 5 kW.  Linear interpolation to the initial temperature
of the experiments gives heat losses of about 20 kW, which is of the same order
of magnitude as the value calculated from the measured cooling water
temperature and flow (15 kW).

• Pressure losses in the primary loops and PSIS pipes
Differential pressure measurements in the primary circuits give data about the
pressure losses of the PACTEL loops. Separate measurements gave data about
the PSIS pipelines pressure losses [25], [26] and [27] . More measurements
have been conducted recently to determine more accurately the pressure losses
in the nominal and reversed loop flow conditions [28]. Reversed flow was
observed in the experiments in the broken loop between the break position and
downcomer.

• Core power
Two different methods were used to measure core heating power in the
PACTEL experiments. The first one uses the measurement of the power control
system and the second measures the total energy used during the experiments.
The accuracy of these measurements is ±6% and ±1% of the measured value,
respectively.

• Steam generator control valve position
Measurement data does not include secondary side valve position information.
The initial valve position may have affects on the secondary side pressure
behavior in the beginning of the transients i.e. when the operators open the
break in the primary circuit.

3.6 CONCLUSIONS FROM THE EXPERIMENTS

The purpose of the examined PSIS is to provide an alternative to the HPI pumps
of the current PWRs in APWR plant. In the PACTEL experiments, the PSIS
fulfilled its function and provided water to the primary circuit as planned in all
experiments where the CMT sparger was in operation. The PSIS did not work as
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planned in the experiment where the sparger was removed, due to rapid
condensation in the CMT.

The experiments demonstrated the importance of the CMT flow distributor
(sparger) on the PSIS behavior. The removal of sparger led to strong condensation
in the CMT, which stopped safety injection. Due to the condensation, the
operators of the PACTEL loop had to terminate the experiment to avoid damage
to the loop.

The experiments showed that the CMT could become full of hot water during the
PSIS recirculation phase and the flow through the PSIS could stop, if the
recirculation phase is long enough. In the PACTEL experiments this did not affect
the main function of the system: the PSIS began to inject water as planned when
the cold leg level dropped below the PBL connection.

Moving the CMT to a higher elevation increased the flow through the PSIS. The
increasing flow rate through the PSIS increases the thickness of hot liquid layer in
the CMT, which separates cold water from steam when the safety injection begins.
Hence, the possibilities for condensation problems decrease as the CMT is moved
to a higher position.

The CMT worked as planned with all different break positions. The flow in the
broken cold leg was reversed in some experiments, but this did not cause
problems for the CMT operation.

The experiments provided data about the heat transfer mechanisms to the CMT
walls and thermal stratification in the tank. The comparison of the data with the
McAdams natural convection correlation and Nusselt condensation correlation
showed that the McAdams natural convection correlation is suitable for
calculating heat transfer from the hot liquid layer to the CMT walls. The Nusselt
correlation gave somewhat higher values than the measurement data.

"Water hammer" occurred in one experiment in which steam condensation near
the ECC water injection position led to movements of water plugs. The water
plugs accelerated in the horizontal part of the cold leg near the downcomer and hit
the downcomer diffuser. This was possible since the ECC water flow rate was
small enough for stratified flow to occur in the horizontal part of the cold leg.
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4. COMPUTER CODE SIMULATIONS

The project partners selected one experiment from each series for computer
simulations. The first experiment selected was GDE-24, which was a 3,5 mm cold
leg break case with the break close to the downcomer. The computer simulations
focused on the CMT phenomena, such as thermal stratification and condensation.
The second one selected was GDE-34, which was similar to the GDE-24 but with
a smaller CMT and with the CMT initially full of hot water. The main interest was
the PSIS recirculation phase: the recirculation phase did not exist in the
experiment since the driving force for starting the flow was too small. The third
simulation case, called GDE-43, focused on natural circulation flow through the
PSIS when the driving force for flow slowly disappears. The following chapters
describe briefly the three computer codes used in the analyses, compare the results
of different code calculations and draw conclusions about code calculations.

4.1 CODE DESCRIPTION

4.1.1 APROS

APROS is a multifunctional code which has been widely used for analyzing and
simulating conventional and nuclear power plants [2]. The code is capable for
feasibility studies, design, operating instructions, accident analysis, optimization
and training. The graphical interface called GRINAP (Graphical User Interface of
APROS) can be used for model construction, on-line modifications and control
and monitoring of the simulation process. The code user can work in three
different levels: process, process component and calculation levels. Creation of a
simulation process starts usually with the definition of the necessary connections
points. Between these points the user can add desired process components, such as
pipes, tanks, valves, to build up the simulation model. The APROS code creates
automatically the necessary nodalization and calculation level modules according
to the given data.

APROS user can choose between three different thermal hydraulic models:
• Homogenous 3-equation model,
• 5-equation drift-flux model or
• 6-equation two-fluid model

The 5-equation model is designed for fast running simulations and it can be used,
for example, in the training simulators. The 6-equation model contains two fluid
model and it is usually used as a tool for detailed engineering and safety analysis.
It is also possible to use the different models within the simulation e.g. more
accurate six equation model in the primary circuit and more simple three equation
model in the secondary side. APROS uses an iterative solution method when
solving the equations.
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Constitutive models for six-equation model
The APROS code uses following models in calculation of the phenomena
important in the calculations of the PSIS behavior in SBLOCAs:

Interfacial condensation:
• Shah correlation for the liquid phase
• Lee-Ryley correlation for the gas phase

Interfacial flashing:
• Exponential function of void fraction

Interfacial friction:
• Interfacial friction is obtained from a weight function, which describes

different flow types: bubbly, annular, droplet and stratified flow

Wall friction:
• Blasius equation for both phases

Wall heat transfer
• There are three separate heat transfer zones where the wall heat transfer is

calculated from different correlations: wetted wall, dry wall and a transition
between wetted and dry wall. If the wall temperature is lower than the
saturation of the fluid, only water is assumed to be in contact with the wall.
When the wall temperature rises, the heat flux increases. After the heat flux has
exceeded the critical heat flux, the wall begins to dry out and the heat transfer
decreases.

4.1.2 CATHARE

The CATHARE code has been extensively used at the DCMN of Pisa University
since 1986 [29], [30], [31] and [32]. In particular, the CATHARE code has been
applied to the OECD/CSNI ISP 33 based on the original PACTEL facility [33]
and [34].

The CATHARE (Code Avancè de Thermo-Hydraulic pour les Accidents des
Reacteurs a’ Eau) [3] has been developed for best estimate calculations of PWR
accidents. It includes several independent modules that take into account
mechanical and thermal non-equilibrium which can occur during PWR LOCAs.
CATHARE is based on a six partial differential equation (mass, energy and
momentum balance equations) model which is solved by a completely implicit
method. The definition of further models concerning mass, energy and momentum
exchanges between liquid and vapor and each phase with the wall has to be added
to the main system. In order to obtain the model correlation, the classic correlation
and experimental data derived from so called “separate effects” experiments
performed in several facilities, have been extensively used [35]. In the following,
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two particular models relevant to the scenarios of the considered experiment are
described in some detail.

Three types of thermal exchanges are considered in the code: wall-fluid, liquid-
interface and vapor-interface.

1) Wall to fluid heat transfer
According to the general boiling curve three main regions can be distinguished:

1a) Wet wall zone: this region is characterized by the presence of liquid in contact
with the wall. The model takes into account forced convection and nucleate
boiling. The first one is described by classical laminar and turbulent heat transfer
correlation (Colburn); the second one is described by the Thom correlation
(applied when Tw > Tsat). Moreover, in accordance to the model of net vapor
generation of Zuber and Saha, a distribution of the heat flux between liquid and
interface is proposed.

1b) Transition zone: it corresponds to the region between wet wall and dry wall
and is delimited by the Critical Heat Flux (CHF) value and the Minimum stable
film boiling temperature (T

MIN
). The CHF is based on the Zuber-Griffith and Biasi

correlation (with some correction factors applied by Groeneveld). For the T
MIN

 the
Groeneveld-Sterward correlation has been introduced in the code.

1c) Dry wall zone: it is characterized by the contact of the vapor with the wall.
Four kinds of heat transfer regime are assumed: pool boiling (Berenson
correlation modified by Groeneveld), forced convection (Hadaller correlation),
natural convection and radiative heat transfer (Deruaz model).

2) Liquid interface heat transfer
Two main regions are taken into account:

2a) Boiling region (where HL > HLsat): the used correlation is derived from the
analysis of data of the Moby-Dick and Super Moby-Dick experiments.

2b) Condensation region (where HL < Hlsat): in this region a flow with separated
phases (in which the Saha correlation is used) and a droplet flow (in which is
introduced a rate of entrainment in analogy with Stee-Wallis model) are
considered.

3) Vapor interface heat transfer
Both for boiling and condensation situation, the vapor heat transfer is provided by
classical correlation which express the conductive and convective heat exchange
on droplets for dispersed flows and laminar or turbulent heat exchange with the
liquid core for inverted annular flows.
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4) Wall shear
The pressure gradient due to the wall shear stress is expressed by a relation in
which single phase conditions are assumed and the usual friction factors for liquid
and vapor are chosen as the maximum value between laminar and turbulent shear
coefficient. For the vapor phase the flow regime factor is equal to the void
fraction; for the liquid phase the coefficient is equal to the value of the fraction of
perimeter in contact with the liquid (stratified flow) and it is based on the analysis
of separate effect experiments in case of non stratified flow.

5) Interfacial friction
A distinction among different flow regimes is carried out. For each flow regime a
specific correlation has been developed, taking into account experimental data.

a) Non stratified flow
i) Slug flow: the Zuber and Findlay model has been used for a tube

geometry, while for the rod bundle geometry the correlation used is
derived from G2 and Pericles experiments.

ii)  Annular flow-mist flow: a correlation has been obtained taking into
account the Wallis correlation for annular flow, the Steen-Wallis
model of entrainment and the data from the Rebeca experiment.

b)  Stratified flow

c) Transition flow
The interfacial shear in this flow regime is evaluated as a weighting between
stratified and non-stratified regime, using the degree of stratification as weighting
factor.

4.1.3 RELAP

The RELAP5 code has been developed over many years as a best estimate system
thermal-hydraulics code for PWR accident conditions. The mass, momentum and
energy equations are solved for the steam and water phases. The model allows for
thermal-disequilibrium between the phases and also for heat transfer between the
fluid phases and heat structures. Current generation PWRs utilize powered ECCS
for SBLOCA. Hence the code models have been exercised and validated under
flow conditions rather different from those encountered in these applications.

In general the key phenomena modeled by the code, including the wall, fluid heat
transfer and shear require empirical correlations.  These are flow regime and,
therefore, applications dependent. A key consideration in the RELAP5 modeling
concerns the behavior of the CMT. The phenomena of interest and which it is
crucial to model correctly include thermal stratification, condensation and the
liquid and wall heat transfer. The performance of the code models is considered in
more detail in the analysis results from the individual tests.
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4.2 NODALIZATION

4.2.1 APROS

For the APSI project, the APROS code calculations were made at the
Lappeenranta University of Technology through a subcontract from VTT [36],
[37] and [38]. The original APROS input deck of the PACTEL facility was
prepared for small break LOCA simulations using 6-equation model. To calculate
the GDE-24 experiment the input deck was modified by adding necessary PSIS
components. For the calculation of GDE-34 and GDE-43, the deck had to be
modified but only with minor changes. The basic nodalization scheme is presented
in Figure 17. The number of different modules used in the deck in different
calculations is presented in Table 4.

Figure 17. APROS nodalization of the PACTEL facility for calculation of GDE-
24. Only loop 2 is shown.
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Table 4. Number of nodes and modules in the APROS model of PACTEL
GDE-24 GDE-34 GDE-43

Thermal hydraulic nodes 390 391 396
Heat structure nodes 1347 1347 1368
PBL nodes 14 14 18
CMT nodes 30 30 30
IL nodes 16 16 17

In all base case calculations, the CMT was modeled with 30 nodes with equal
length. APROS created automatically the nodalization according to given data. So
the node length of the CMT was approximately 0.065 m. The flow area of two top
and two bottom nodes were diminished in order to simulate the rounded ends of
the CMT.

Secondary side pressure control in APROS code

In the APROS model of PACTEL, the secondary pressure was controlled also
with one control-valve only. The PI-controller took care of the controlling of the
valve. The control scheme is shown in Figure 18. The transfer function of the
controller is:

O(s) =  K *(1 +  
1

Tp
i *

) * ( ) * ( )
s

E s K F sff+ ,

where the symbols and their values are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Transfer function symbols and values in PI-controller of APROS model

Symbol Explanation APROS model value

O(s) Output of the controller calculated value

E(s) Control deviation of the controller set point - measurement

F(s) Feed forward signal of the controller 0

Kp Controller gain -1

Ti Integration time (sec) 30

Kff Feed forward coefficient 0

To make the APROS pressure control valve to correspond to the PACTEL valve,
an extra function module was included between the PI-controller output signal and
the valve control device. The function modified the output value of the controller
according to the data in Table 3.

Pressure losses

Pressure losses in the PBL and in the IL play important role in the operation of
PSIS. Before simulation of each case, the pressure losses of the lines were
validated against measured data [25], [26] and [27].
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Calculation of the steady state condition

Each calculated experiment case needed pre-transient simulation to reach a proper
initial state. After a few thousands seconds of simulation the steady state was
reached. The comparison of main parameters between calculated and measured
values is presented in following tables.

Figure 18. The secondary side pressure control scheme of APROS

Table 6. Measured and calculated initial conditions (t = 1000 s, before break
opening) in GDE-24

PARAMETER Experiment APROS

Primary pressure [MPa] 4.33 4.35

Secondary pressure [MPa] 2.06/2.07/2.08 2.07

CMT pressure [MPa] 4.31 4.3

Loop1/2/3 flows [kg/s] 2.20/2.16/2.11 2.16/2.16/2.16

Core inlet temperature [C] 215.4 214.8

Core outlet temperature [C] 217.7 220.1

CMT water temperature [C] 11.8 12.4

PBL water temperature [C] 157.2 189.8

IL water temperature [C] 15.3 17.4

SG1/2/3 levels [cm] 74.1/73.0/74.4 74.2/72.6/74.3

Pressurizer level [m] 4.35 4.22

Core power [kW] 163 163
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Table 7. Measured and calculated initial conditions (t = 1000 s, before break
opening) in GDE-34

PARAMETER Experiment APROS

Primary pressure [MPa] 4.33 4.32

Secondary pressure [MPa] 2.09/2.10/2.12 2.10

CMT pressure [MPa] 4.32 4.31

Loop1/2/3 flows [kg/s] 2.16/2.09/1.97 2.16/2.09/1.97

SG Feed water flows [l/min.] 1.53/1.18/1.15 1.53/1.18/1.15

Core inlet temperature [°C] 213.3 215.5

Core outlet temperature [°C] 217.4 220.6

CMT water temperature [°C] 194.8 194.9

PBL water temperature [°C] 182.2 170.4

IL water temperature [°C] 71.3/141.4 65.3***

SG1/2/3 levels [cm] 71.8/71.2/71.3 72.6/72.2/71.6

Pressurizer level [m] 4.92 4.97

*** In the calculation the IL temperature was set equal throughout the line.

Table 8. Measured and calculated initial conditions (t = 1000 s, before break
opening) in GDE-43.

PARAMETER Experiment APROS

Primary pressure [MPa] 4.38 4.38

Secondary pressure [MPa] 2.05/2.07/2.10 2.10

CMT pressure [MPa] 4.38 4.32

Loop1/2/3 flows [kg/s] 2.15/2.05/2.13 2.15/2.06/2.13

SG Feed water flows

[l/min.]

1.42/1.41/1.41 1.42/1.41/1.41

Core inlet temperature [°C] 207.5 215.1

Core outlet temperature
[°C]

218.3 220.3

CMT water temperature
[°C]

18.4 18.8

PBL water temperature
[°C]

173.1 184.0

IL water temperature [°C] 31.3 24.1

SG1/2/3 levels [cm] 72.5/72.1/72.1 75.5/74.8/74.0

Pressurizer level [m] 4.85 4.78

Core power [kW] 152 151.9

4.2.2 CATHARE

Starting from the nodalization developed and qualified adopting the ISP 33 data
base (this is related to the ’original’ PACTEL facility), a new nodalization has
been set up in order to analyze the transient GDE-24 [39]. For the tests GDE-34
and GDE-43 only some minor nodalization changes have been done. The sketch
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of the initial version of such nodalization is given in Figure 19. Details about the
CMT line are reported in Figure 18. Significant details related to the adopted code
resources are given in Table 9. It should be noted that around 700 hydraulic nodes
are part of the nodalization. The most significant noding approximation,
commensurate with the 1-D capability of the adopted code version, is constituted
by the secondary side of the steam generators; only a vertical riser has been
considered: the recirculation flow path has been neglected. This may cause poor
prediction in transients where the heat transfer to secondary side plays a
significant role including the cases of draining of the low pressure side of the
steam generators.

Table 9. Adopted code resources for the CATHARE 2 v1.3U PACTEL ’initial’
nodalization.

PRIMARY
SIDE

SECONDARY
SIDE

TOTAL

VOLUME elements 11 3 14
AXIAL elements 35 3 38
TEE elements 2 0 2
BCONDIT elements 1 6 7
Junctions 62 9 71
Heat structures 26 6 32
Active structures 3 0 3
Hydraulic meshes 700 21 721

Nodalization qualification

A procedure has been proposed to demonstrate the qualification level of a facility
or of NPP nodalization [40]. This consists of two main steps dealing with the
’steady state’ and the ’on-transient’ levels, respectively. Quantitative criteria have
been defined for both the steps. The ’steady state’ criteria are summarized in Table
10 (the ’on-transient’ qualification needs the use of the Fast Fourier Transform
based method [41] and has not been completed in the present frame).

The results obtained in relation to the steady state calculation are summarized in
Table 11 and are compared with the experimental data. These essentially comply
with the limits reported in Table 10.
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Table 10. List of acceptability criteria defined for the qualification at ’steady state’
level of a nodalization.

Quantity Acceptable error (+)

1 Primary circuit volume 1%

2 Secondary circuit volume 2%

3 Non-active structures heat transfer area (overall) 10%

4 Active structures heat transfer area (overall) 0.1%

5 Non-active structures heat transfer volume (overall) 14%

6 Active structures heat transfer volume (volume) 0.2%

7 Volume vs. height curve (i.e. « local » primary and

secondary circuit volume)

10%

8 Component relative elevation 0.01 m

9 Axial and radial power distr. (++) 1%

10 Flow area of components like valves, pumps, orifices 1%

11 Generic flow areas (*) 10%

12 Primary circuit power balance 2%

13 Secondary circuit power balance 2%

14 Absolute press. (PRZ, SG, ACC) 0.1%

15 Fluid temperature 0.5% (**)

16 Rod surface temperature 10 K

17 Pumps velocity 1%

18 Heat losses 10%

19 Local pressure drops 10% (^)

20 Mass inventory in primary circuit 2% (^^)

21 Mass in secondary circuit 5% (^^)

22 Flowrates (prim. and sec. circuit) 2%

23 Bypass mass flowrates 10%

24 Pressurizer level (collapsed) 0.05 m

25 Sec. side or downcomer level 0.1 m (^^)

(+) The % error is defined as the ratio |reference or measured value -

calculated value|/|reference or measured value| ; it is to be added to the experimental uncertainty. The

« dimensional » error is the numerator of the above expression.

(++) Additional consideration needed.

(*) With reference to each of the quantities below, following a 100 s

« transient-steady state » calculation, the solution must be stable with an

inherent drift < 1%/100 s.

(**) And consistent with power error

(^) Of the difference between maximum and minimum pressure in the loop.

(^^) And consistent with other errors
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Table 11. PACTEL test GDE-34: comparison between predicted and measured
initial conditions.

Parameter Unit PACTEL
Test GDE-34

CATHARE2 V1.3U
Calculation

Primary system:
Core power kW 147 147
Pressurizer pressure MPa 4.33 4.36
Core inlet temperature/CL
temperature

°C 213.3 214.6

HL temperature °C 217.4 222.5
Loop total flow kg/s 6.22 5.52
Pressurizer level m 4.92 4.92
Pump speed rpm 675/667/640 692
Secondary system:
SD pressure MPa 2.09/2.10/2.12 2.06
FW flowrates - 1.53/1.18/1.15 (°) 0.0097 (*)
FW temperatures °C - 200.8
SG levels m 0.718/0.712/0.713 1.507 (**)

(°) l/min

(*) kg/s

(**) The SG were not correctly modeled

4.2.3 RELAP5

The original deck for the analysis was supplied by VTT and was compatible with
RELAP5 MOD/3.2. AEA Technology undertook a thorough review of the deck,
making modifications to the pressurizer model and adding a model for the CMT
and associated pipework.

A critical factor in this work was the nodalisation chosen to ensure appropriate
representation of the physics and numerical stability for the solution scheme.
More details are given in the RELAP5 analyses reports [42], [43] and [44]. The
basic nodalisation is shown in Figure 21. The same version of the code,
RELAP5/MOD 3.2.1.2 was used for all the tests. The analyses are presented for
three experiments GDE-24, GDE-34 and GDE-43.

The model represented all the main components for the PACTEL rig with the
appropriate volumes and their associated heat structures.  Active pumps were also
included and used in establishing the steady state conditions.  The break was
modeled as an orifice/valve with the appropriate off-take orientation to the cold
leg.  Attempts to model the full break tank system led to slow running of the code.
It was found to be difficult in the early stages of the project to obtain steady
conditions in the pressurizer which was modeled in the original deck with a
central core and an annulus.  The latter offers a better means of modeling the
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recirculation in the pressurizer due to heat losses from the walls.  It is now
believed that this problem arose because of coding errors which have recently
been corrected [45].  For the analyses presented here the pressurizer was modeled
as a single pipe.  The original model may now be satisfactory and may overcome
some of the discrepancy found in modeling test GDE43.

RELAP5/MOD3.1
NODALIZATION OF
PACTEL FACILITY
FOR GDE -TESTS

heat
structure

heat
source

control

safety

closing

check
heat
structure

heat
source

LOOP 2

Loop 1

Leakage To PBL cold leg

From cold leg 1

PBL cold
leg

CMT

CORE

LOWER PLENUM

DOWNCOMER

Figure 21. Principle nodalization of the PACTEL rig for GDE analyses (before
modifications at the AEA).

Renoding of the hot leg connections to the upper head also proved necessary in
the calculation of test GDE43.  The downward facing junction with the top of the
upper plenum connection allowed vapor to become trapped in the hot leg, between
the vessel and the loop seal, which did not occur in the test.  The use of cross-flow
connections in the mid-level of a revised upper plenum node overcame this
problem and gave a much better prediction of the natural circulation flow.

It was also found for test GDE43 that the rate of steam generation in the steam
generators was significantly under-predicted and that it was not possible to
maintain the secondary side pressure.  The source of the problem was found to be
a very low prediction of the secondary side heat transfer coefficient, particularly
under conditions of natural circulation in the primary side.  The code manual
indicates that there is a difficulty establishing correct correlations for this and the
low coefficient is not inconsistent with figures provided in the manual.
Fortunately, the course of the transient is not sensitive to the precise value of the
secondary side coefficient so a constant value taken from [46] was set via the
input deck.
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Additional modeling for this project included adding noding for the CMT, the
pressure balance line and the injection line. As the project progressed the number
of hydraulic volumes employed in the modeling of the CMT was increased from
15 to 20.  Separate investigations, particularly of the effects of condensation, were
performed with the CMT and the associated pipe work being used in a separate
deck on a standalone basis.

4.3 COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT CODE PREDICTIONS
AGAINST EXPERIMENTS

4.3.1 GDE-24

Experiment description

The GDE-24 experiment was a 3.5 mm cold leg SBLOCA transient with the break
located close to the downcomer. The main results of the GDE-24 experiment are
presented in the Figure 22 through Figure 30. The main events in the GDE-24
experiment are summarized in Table 12.

The primary pressure dropped rapidly to the hot leg saturation pressure after the
break was opened at 1000 seconds. The flow stagnated and the pressure rose when
the water level in the upper plenum reached the hot leg elevation. The primary
flow resumed after the hot leg loop seals in Loops 1 and 2 were opened and the
primary pressure dropped. The pressure in the CMT dropped due to condensation
when the injection phase started and steam began to flow to the CMT.
Condensation in the downcomer, close to the ECC water injection position, took
place when the injection phase ended. Due to this, the primary pressure dropped
below the secondary pressure for about 300 seconds.

The first flow peak in the PBL flow measurement occurred when the operators
filled the PBL with hot water slightly before they opened the break. When the IL
valve was opened, the flow through the PBL was single phase liquid, and the
CMT was operating in recirculation mode for about 540 seconds. The injection
phase of CMT operation started at about 1570 seconds and ended after 5220
seconds when the CMT became empty.

Water level in the upper plenum remained close to the hot leg connections as long
as there was water in the CMT. When the injection from the CMT ended, the
upper plenum water level started to drop. Core heat-up took place when the level
reached about 5.2 meters. The downcomer remained full of liquid until about 5000
seconds. At that moment, condensation in the downcomer took place, which can
be observed as level oscillations in the downcomer.
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The water level in the pressurizer dropped slightly when the operators drained
water from the PBL. When the operators opened the break, the pressurizer
emptied. During the primary flow stagnation, water flowed to the pressurizer but
the pressurizer emptied again after the loop seals opened. After about 2100
seconds, water started to fill the pressurizer. Some water stayed in the pressurizer
until the end of the experiment.

Code calculation results

APROS and CATHARE simulated the general primary pressure behavior well.
APROS pressure oscillated, due to condensation in the CMT. CATHARE
pressure rose higher than the measured pressure during the pressure peak. Pressure
in the RELAP5 calculation followed the measured pressure until the CMT started
to empty and strong condensation in the tank lowered the pressure. In the
RELAP5 sensitivity calculations, the condensation rate was artificially reduced
which corrected the pressure behavior. The core water level behavior followed the
experiment behavior well in the APROS simulation, but dropped too fast in the
later phases of the experiment in the CATHARE simulation. The main reasons for
this were too high break mass flow rate and the accumulation of water in the
pressurizer in the CATHARE calculation. Consequently, the core heat-up began
1200 seconds too early in CATHARE calculation. The core heat-up started 300
seconds too late in APROS simulations. The core water level behavior in the
RELAP5 calculation was correct during the first 5000 seconds but the level
remained too high after that. The break flow rate was too low. In the RELAP5
calculation, no core heat-up was observed. When the condensation rate was
artificially reduced, core water level behavior was correct and the core heat-up
occurred after 6000 seconds of transient. The pressurizer level behavior was
similar in all calculations. At the end of the simulations, there was about 0,5 m too
much water in the pressurizer in the APROS and CATHARE calculations. The
pressurizer was almost empty at the end of the transient in RELAP5 simulation
and in the experiment. Downcomer flow rate was well simulated during the first
1000 seconds of natural circulation flow after the operators stopped the main
circulation pumps. After that, the codes calculated too low a downcomer flow rate.
The CMT became empty too late in the APROS and RELAP5 calculations, but
the timing was correct in the CATHARE calculation. The levels dropped too
slowly due to the fact that the CMT injection flow oscillated strongly, and never
reached the full value. The injection flow rate was more stable in the CATHARE
calculation, although the injection flow stagnated periodically for some hundreds
of seconds. The reduction of the CMT exit nozzle flow area to about 17% of the
nominal value was enough to stabilize injection flow in the CATHARE
calculation. The calculated water temperature profile in the CMT was not as steep
as in the experiment, due to numerical diffusion. APROS and CATHARE
calculated the general trend of the CMT pressure well, but the APROS
calculations oscillated when the steam condensated in the CMT. The CMT
pressure in the RELAP5 calculation followed the experimental behavior nicely
during the first 2500 seconds, but the pressure dropped clearly below the
measured value after that as too much steam condensated in the CMT. Reduction
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of condensation artificially in the CMT corrected the pressure behavior in
RELAP5 sensitivity calculations, indicating that the condensation modeling in the
code is inadequate.

Table 12. Timing of main events in the GDE-24 experiment and code calculations.

TIME (s)
EVENT EXPERIMENT APROS CATHARE RELAP5
PBL filled with hot
water

820-840 805-825 1000 -

Blowdown initiated 1000 1000 1000 1000
Pumps switched off 1000 1000 1000 1000
IL valve opened from
low PRZ level

1030 1030 1030 1053

Pressurizer heaters
switched off

1040 1040 1040 1053

Primary pressure peak
due to flow stagnation
(maximum value)

1480 1478 1460 1500

Recirculation phase
ended

1570 1620 1520 1800

Break flow two-phase 5110 2900 4770 -
CMT empty 5220 5760 4680 6350
Core heat-up begins 6865 6930 5720 -
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Figure 22. Pressurizer pressure in the simulations of the GDE-24 experiment.
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Figure 23. Core water level in the simulation of the GDE-24 experiment.
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Figure 24. Heater rod cladding temperature at 2010 mm from the core bottom in
the simulation of the GDE-24 experiment.
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Figure 25. Pressurizer water level in the simulation of the GDE-24 experiment.
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Figure 26. Downcomer mass flow rate in the simulation of the GDE-24
experiment.
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Figure 27. CMT water level in the simulation of the GDE-24 experiment.
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Figure 28. CMT injection line mass flow rate in the simulation of the GDE-24
experiment.
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Figure 29. Water temperature at 1405 mm from the tank bottom in the simulation
of the GDE-24 experiment.
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Figure 30. CMT pressure in the simulation of the GDE-24 experiment.
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4.3.2 GDE-34

Experiment description

The objective of GDE-34 experiment was to investigate the PSIS behavior when
the CMT is initially full of hot water. The CMT may become full of hot water
during normal operation of the plant, if the IL check valve leaks. The break size
was 3.5 mm in diameter. The break was located in the cold leg close to the
downcomer. Figure 31 through Figure 39 presents the main results of the GDE-34
experiment. Table 13 summarizes the main events in the GDE-34 experiment.

The primary pressure dropped rapidly to the hot leg saturation pressure after the
operators opened the break. The primary flow stagnated when the water level in
the upper plenum reached the hot leg elevation. The primary flow resumed after
the hot leg loop seals opened. Since the CMT was initially full of hot water, there
was very little condensation in the CMT during the experiment. The hot leg water
temperature followed the saturation temperature. The fuel rod cladding
temperature rose at the end of the experiment, when the CMT became empty and
the core water level dropped so much that the top of the core uncovered.

The first flow peak in the PBL flow measurement occurred when the operators
filled the PBL with hot water slightly before the break opening. Since there was
no density difference between the PBL and the IL, there was no recirculation flow
through the PSIS. The injection phase of CMT operation started, however, when
the water level in the Loop 2 cold leg dropped below the PBL connection position.
The CMT became empty faster than in the GDE-31 experiment with cold water in
the CMT.

Water level in the upper plenum remained close to the hot leg connections as long
as there was water in the CMT. When the injection from the CMT ended, the
upper plenum water level started to drop. Core heat-up took place when the level
reached about 4.6 meters. The downcomer remained full of liquid until about 4000
seconds.

The water level in the pressurizer dropped slightly when the operators drained
water out from the PBL. The pressurizer emptied when the operators opened the
break. During the flow stagnation, water flowed to the pressurizer but the
pressurizer emptied again after the loop seals opened. After about 2500 seconds,
water started to fill the pressurizer. Some water stayed in the pressurizer until the
end of the experiment.

Code calculation results

All codes calculated the primary pressure behavior well, although the pressure
peak occurred too early in the RELAP5 calculation and the pressure dropped too
slowly in the APROS simulation. The core water level dropped too fast in the
calculations and the core heated up too early. The pressurizer level behavior and
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the break flow in the CATHARE calculation did not differ substantially from the
measured values. One reason for the early core heat-up in the CATHARE
calculation was the incorrect coolant distribution in the primary circuit. The
pressurizer water level behavior was well predicted in the CATHARE and
RELAP5 calculations, but too much water accumulated in the pressurizer at the
end of the transient in the APROS calculation. The codes calculated the
downcomer flow and the CMT emptying well. All the codes predicted
recirculation flow, which did not occur in the experiment. The recirculation flow
oscillated and stopped periodically in the RELAP5 calculation, but did not stop
completely. The CMT injection flow was oscillating in the APROS and RELAP5
calculation, but the injection rate average value was close to the measured flow.
The CMT water temperature behavior was nicely followed in the code
calculations, although numerical diffusion smoothed the temperature profile.
Condensation in the CMT led to oscillations in the CMT pressure in the APROS
calculation, but the oscillations were smaller than in the GDE-24 calculation.

Table 13. Timing of main events in the GDE-34 experiment and code calculations.

TIME (s)
EVENT EXPERIMENT APROS CATHARE RELAP5
PBL filled with hot
water

820-840 825-875 1000 -

Blowdown initiated 1000 1000 1000 1000
Pumps switched off 1000 1000 1000 1000
Pressurizer heaters
switched off

1030 1040 1030 1032

IL valve opened from
low PRZ level

1040 1040 1040 1043

Primary pressure peak
due to flow stagnation
(maximum value)

1474 1499 1460 1394

Recirculation flow
through the PSIS

none 1040-1650 1040 -

CMT Injection phase
began

1480 1860 1790 1720

CMT empty 1570 3750 3620 3720
Break flow two-phase 5110 4010 4285 -
Core heat-up begins 5220 4700 4455 4560
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Figure 31. Pressurizer pressure in the simulation of the GDE-34 experiment.
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Figure 32. Core water level in the simulation of the GDE-34 experiment.
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Figure 33. Heater rod cladding temperature at 2010 mm from the core bottom in
the simulation of the GDE-34 experiment.
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Figure 34. Pressurizer water level in the simulation of the GDE-34 experiment.
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Figure 35. Downcomer mass flow rate in the simulation of the GDE-34
experiment.
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Figure 36. CMT water level in the simulation of the GDE-34 experiment.
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Figure 37. CMT injection line mass flow rate in the simulation of the GDE-34
experiment.
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Figure 38. Water temperature at 1405 mm from the tank bottom in the simulation
of the GDE-34 experiment.
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Figure 39. CMT pressure in the simulation of the GDE-34 experiment.

4.3.3 GDE-43

Experiment description

The objective of the GDE-43 experiment was to investigate the PSIS behavior in a
situation, when the break size is small and, consequently, CMT recirculation
phase is long. If the CMT recirculation phase is long, the whole PSIS may become
full of hot water before the CMT begins to inject water, and the driving force for
injection disappears. This may have effects on the beginning of safety injection
from the CMT. In the GDE-43 experiment, the break was located in the Loop 2
cold leg close to the downcomer. The break size was 1.0 mm in diameter. Figure
40 through Figure 48 present the main results of the GDE-43 experiment.  Table
14 summarizes the main events in the GDE-43 experiment.

The primary pressure started to drop slowly after the operators opened the break.
The primary flow stagnated several times, which was the reason for the pressure
peaks after 6500 seconds. During the last two pressure peaks, the operators had to
open a drain valve in the upper plenum four times to keep the primary pressure
below the maximum operation pressure of the loop. The water temperature in the
upper plenum followed the hot leg saturation temperature. The core inlet
temperature dropped during the flow stagnation period, when the heat losses
cooled the loop. The temperature also dropped when the cold water from the CMT
flowed to the downcomer and the lower plenum. The filling of the PBL with hot
water slightly before the break opening was the reason for the first flow peak in
the PBL flow measurement. When the operators opened the IL valve, the flow
through the PBL was single-phase liquid. The PBL flow rate slowly decreased as
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hot water filled the CMT during the recirculation phase. The recirculation flow
stopped completely at 9800 seconds when the whole CMT and IL became full of
hot water, and the driving force for CMT flow disappeared. The CMT flow
remained stagnated for about 2800 seconds. The CMT started to inject water at
about 11 600 seconds, when the water level in the cold leg dropped below the
PBL connection.

The operators kept the water level in the steam generator secondary side above the
horizontal heat exchange tubes during the whole experiment. Water level in the
upper plenum dropped to the hot leg elevation at about 6500 s and remained there
until the end of the experiment. The downcomer remained full of water
throughout the whole experiment. The pressurizer level dropped after the opening
of the break and the pressurizer became empty at 2980 s. The pressurizer level
started to rise again and the level reached 4.4 m during the primary flow
stagnation period. The pressurizer became empty again when the primary flow
resumed. The pressurizer level was rising slightly during the last part of the
experiment. The operators terminated the experiment at 15 000 seconds before the
core started to heat up.

Code calculation results

The first pressure peak occurred too early in the APROS and CATHARE
calculations and too late in the RELAP5 simulation. In the APROS calculation,
one additional pressure peak was observed after the pressure had already started to
drop in the experiment. The core water level dropped too fast in the APROS and
CATHARE simulations in the early phase of the transient and the codes did not
predict core water level lowering during the PSIS flow stagnation. The core water
level was too high in the RELAP5 simulation in the early part of the transient,
which was the reason for the delayed pressure peaks. Too much water
accumulated in the pressurizer in the all calculations during the primary stagnation
period. At the end of the transient, too much water accumulated in the pressurizer
in the APROS and CATHARE simulations but too little in the RELAP5
calculation. The accumulation of water in the pressurizer partly explains the fact
that the flow stagnation did not occur in the APROS and CATHARE calculations.
The codes simulated the general trend of the downcomer flow behavior well. The
CMT started to empty too early in the APROS and CATHARE calculations. This
happened since too much water flowed into the pressurizer and the steam begun to
flow to the cold legs too early. The recirculation flow through the PSIS decreased
as the hot water filled the CMT in the APROS and CATHARE calculations, but
the flow did not stop completely. The calculated recirculation flow at the end of
the recirculation phase was about 50% of the initial value in CATHARE and
about 75% of the initial value in the APROS calculation. The recirculation flow
stagnated in the RELAP5 calculation and the stagnation lasted from 8560 to about
12 700 seconds. The core water level dropped at the end of the flow stagnation
period in the RELAP5 calculation, but the heater rod temperatures did not start to
rise. The affects of numerical diffusion were clear in the APROS and CATHARE
calculation of CMT water temperature. The temperature rise was sharper in the
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RELAP5 simulation. The CMT pressure did not oscillate in the APROS
simulation, since the tank was full of hot water when steam began to flow into it.
All the codes calculated the general CMT pressure behavior well.

Table 14. Timing of main events in the GDE-43 experiment code calculations.

TIME (s)
EVENT EXPERIMENT APROS CATHARE RELAP5
PBL filled with hot
water

835-875 835-875 1000

Blowdown initiated 1000 1000 1000 1000
Pumps switched off 1000 1000 1000 1000
Pressurizer heaters
switched off

1565 1565 1565 1584

IL valve opened from
low PRZ level

1565 1565 1565 1584

Primary pressure
peaks due to flow
stagnation (maximum
value)

first 6780 6610 6315 7719
second 7000 6830 6560 8000

third 7220 7070 6780- 7000 8315
fourth 7450 7390 7200 8631

fifth 7670 7520 7435- 7650 8982
sixth 7910 7696 7880 9298

Upper plenum relief
valve opened

first 7670 7520 7200 -
second (valve opened

three times)
7910-7930 7700, 7940 7435- 7880 -

Recirculation flow
stagnation

9830-11640 none none 8561 -
12702

CMT Injection phase
began

11640 10000 11335 12702
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Figure 40. Pressurizer pressure in the simulation of the GDE-43 experiment.
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Figure 41. Core water level in the simulation of the GDE-43 experiment.
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Figure 42. Heater rod cladding temperature at 2010 mm from the core bottom in
the simulation of the GDE-43 experiment.
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Figure 43. Pressurizer water level in the simulation of the GDE-43 experiment.
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Figure 44. Downcomer mass flow rate in the simulation of the GDE-43
experiment.
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Figure 45. CMT water level in the simulation of the GDE-43 experiment.
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Figure 46. CMT injection line mass flow rate in the simulation of the GDE-43
experiment.
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Figure 47. Water temperature at 1405 mm from the tank bottom in the simulation
of the GDE-43 experiment.
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Figure 48. CMT pressure in the simulation of the GDE-43 experiment.

4.4 CONCLUSIONS FROM THE CALCULATIONS

4.4.1 APROS

Conclusions

From the APROS calculation results, the following conclusions can be drawn:
1) The code was able to predict the main transients in the primary side.
2)  The prediction of the time for core heat-up was within the measurement

uncertainties i.e. within the difference observed between the two repeated
experiments.

3)  The injection flow oscillated due to condensation in the CMT. The flow was
more accurately predicted when the CMT was initially filled with hot water.

4)  The heat losses became more important in the simulations of long transients.
Especially, the heat losses from the pressurizer were important for the
distribution of coolant in a long transient calculation.

5)  Numerical diffusion led to smoothing of temperature profile in the CMT and to
too high a condensation rate in the tank. Hence, it was the main reason for
problems in the CMT calculation.

4.4.2 CATHARE

The CATHARE2 V1.3U code was fully able to calculate the overall scenario
measured in the PACTEL facility. Discrepancies between measured and
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calculated trends are mostly due to well known reasons also resulting from the
analysis of other integral loop experiments. Three main sources of discrepancies
can be identified:
- the distribution of pressure drops plays a role in the prediction of CMT related
flowrate;
- the underestimation of heat losses to the environment (the right values of heat

losses24, supplied in the communication, were not included in the utilized input
deck specifically considering their small effect upon the main phenomenon
object of the investigation, e.g. the CMT performance); the consequence of this
is the early prediction of the dryout occurrence in tests GDE-24 and GDE-34
[47], [48] and [49].

- the behavior of the secondary sides of the steam generators (mainly in test
GDE-43, ref. [50]): the control system adopted in the experiment was not fully
simulated.

The only code limitation identified is of general (and well known) type: during the
draining period of the CMT, owing to the donor cell principle, hot liquid can
move downstream in the cold liquid region. The result is the prediction of a much
smoother fluid temperature gradient inside the CMT than measured in the
experiment. However the range of parameters involved is not such as to cause
important discrepancies between measured and calculated trends. The same can be
said regarding the misprediction of the CMT loop behavior: even if a recirculation
phase is poorly predicted by the code (tests GDE-34 and GDE-43), the overall
prediction is quite satisfactory.

All the above conclusions are applicable if a "reasonable" noding scheme is
considered. 43 nodes for the CMT were used (i.e. average node length equal to
0.05 m). In some cases, the "slice" nodalization concept has also been adopted:
nodes at the same elevation in different parts of the loop have also the same height
(this led to having 256 nodes for the CMT loop). In some of the sensitivity
calculations, the number of meshes in the non-horizontal parts of the PBL has
been doubled: the results are slightly improved, mainly concerning the draining
flowrate, but the recirculation phase is not prevented.

Finally, the situation in the CMT does not appear ideal for the assessment of the
fluid-to-wall condensation heat transfer coefficient; only a very rough assessment
can be made considering that the heat transfer is limited by the heat losses to the
environment (not by the condensation).

4.4.3 RELAP5

GDE-24 experiment

The GDE-24 experiment included a 3.5 mm cold leg break. The main objective
was to investigate CMT behavior and in particular the effects of thermal
stratification and condensation in the CMT.
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Results from calculations representing the full transient are shown in this report,
Figure 22 through Figure 29. The main features, however, are evident from the
pressure response and the injection flow.

In the reference calculation there was a significant fall of pressure which occurred
as the core make-up tank started to empty. In a sensitivity calculation the rate of
condensation in the core make-up tank was artificially reduced and it was found
that the results followed the experimental data almost precisely. This highlighted
some inadequacy in the wall condensation modeling in the RELAP5 code.

A study of how the code calculated the heat transfer coefficients revealed a
deficiency in the model, the principal feature being that the thickness of the
condensation film on the wall is not modeled realistically.

The injection flow from the CMT is shown in Figure 28. It is readily apparent that
the calculated flow is extremely unsteady.  The calculation with the reduced
condensation reduced some of this unsteadiness, principally at the start and the
end of the injection period, but it did not remove the problem altogether.

Stand-alone modeling of the CMT indicated:

• that replacing the mesh in the CMT wall, over a practical range of sizes,
produced little benefit. The implication is that it may be difficult to get the
resolution necessary using a system code like RELAP5;

• flow oscillations could be reduced by refining the volumetric (vertical) mesh,
but it was not  possible to eliminate them altogether. Again this is a limitation
of the approach inherent in system codes;

• the results were not sensitive to the noding refinement in the PBL. This is
comforting because of the practical limitations of running a complete rig model
with fine noding in the PBL.

 
The implication of the GDE-24 analysis was that, apart from the wall
condensation modeling issue, the modeling in RELAP5 was broadly adequate for
this experiment.

GDE-34 experiment

The second test analyzed, GDE-34, was similar to GDE-24 but with a smaller
CMT.  The CMT was initially full of hot water. The GDE-34 test represented the
conditions that would prevail if a check valve in the pressure balance line had
been leaking. The objective was to investigate the PSIS performance when the
driving force for starting the recirculation was small.

Two calculations were performed each representing the full transient. In the
reference calculation there was a significant disturbance to the emptying of the
core make-up tank due to condensation being calculated. In a sensitivity
calculation the rate of condensation in the core make-up tank was again artificially
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reduced (as for the previous test) and it was found that the results gave an
improved agreement with the experiment.

Stand-alone modeling of the CMT indicated support for the conclusions drawn
from the GDE-24 analysis performed previously.

In addition:

• an alternative approach to the calculation of the wall heat transfer for
condensation was tried making use of an input table in the input deck relating
the heat transfer coefficient to the wall temperature.  The heat transfer
coefficients in the table were calculated from the average value obtained from
the Nusselt theory [51]. Despite being only an approximate model, this showed
improved steadiness in the injection flow and could provide a possible
resolution to the condensation problem if implemented in the code;

• a more detailed study of the conditions around the time of emptying of a cell
revealed that the code was calculating the vapor to become superheated. This is
not physically realistic and is the result of a code error in a condensation
routine.  A corrected version has been supplied by the code developer but has
not been employed in the analysis described in this report.

The implication remained that, apart from the wall condensation modeling issue,
the modeling in RELAP5 was broadly adequate for this experiment as well.

GDE-43 experiment

The test conditions for this experiment were a very small break (0.13%), the PSIS
geometry was as for GDE-34. The steam generator tubes were kept covered. The
objective of this test was to focus on a long natural recirculation phase when the
driving force for the flow slowly disappears.  In this test, this led to a period of
about 13 000s when the CMT injection ceased.

As previously, a reference calculation and a number of sensitivity calculations
were carried out.

These included a number of single parameter changes. The calculations
investigated the effects of the thermal stratification model in the CMT, the number
of nodes in the pressurizer, the pressurizer heater modeling, and the heat losses
from pressurizer.

The conclusions from the analysis of this experiment were:

• RELAP5/MOD3.2.1.2 predicted the CMT flow behavior with good accuracy.
• the injection flow rate was well predicted using the results of pressure loss tests

in the CMT lines.  A period when the recirculation ceased was also predicted,
but only when the thermal stratification model was employed in the CMT and
associated pipework;
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• the overall course of the transient was followed by the calculation, although the
secondary side pressure was under-predicted. The behavior of the pressurizer
was particularly sensitive to the imposed heat losses;

• the CMT flow and its cessation were observed to be insensitive to the wide
variations which occurred in different calculations.

Overall conclusions

The code was successful in calculating all three tests chosen for analysis. No code
failures were encountered. The mass errors were small. From the analysis of tests
GDE-24 and GDE-34 it is clear that the modeling of wall condensation in the
RELAP5 code requires improvement for this application. The principal deficiency
was shown to lie in the unrealistic modeling of the thickness of the condensate
film on the wall. Some benefits could be obtained from reducing mesh sizes but,
within practical limitations, it was not possible to achieve a complete resolution
this way. An alternative model, not included in the code but applied as a revised
boundary condition, successfully demonstrated a possible approach to overcoming
the problem for this specific application.

A further observation of this work was some unphysical superheating of vapor in
a cell just becoming empty. The correction was not included in the calculations of
the project.

The analysis of test GDE-43 successfully reproduced the following CMT
parameters:

(a) the single phase recirculation flow rate,
(b) the cessation of this flow when the circuit was full of hot water during the
recirculation  phase of the experiment.

The agreement of these features with the experiment was good provided the
thermal stratification model was invoked in the code. The overall course of the
transient was generally well reproduced but a particular sensitivity to heat losses
in the pressurizer was observed.  The failure to predict the secondary side pressure
correctly was not significant for these tests.

Overall it is concluded that, subject to the particular issue of the condensation
modeling noted above, the RELAP5 code is broadly suitable for the analysis of
Passive Injection Systems of the type investigated here.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of the PACTEL experiments was to investigate phenomena in the
PSIS during SBLOCAs. The investigated PSIS worked as planned in all
experiments provided the CMT was equipped with a flow distributor (sparger).
The main source of disturbances for the investigated PSIS is condensation, which
could occurs in the CMT when steam or two-phase mixture begins to flow to the
tank. It also occurs in the PSIS pipelines if countercurrent flow of steam and cold
water occurs or in the cold leg near the ECC water injection position. In the
current experiment series, condensation did not cause problems for PSIS behavior
as long as the sparger was used.

The computer simulations reproduced the measured transient behavior with good
accuracy in all three simulation cases, except for one RELAP5 case. The reason
for deficiencies of the RELAP5 calculations are well known. However, the
simulations of the selected experiments included some problems in calculating the
thermal stratification sufficiently and the condensation in the CMT. Also in the
calculation of the PSIS flow when the driving force for the flow is small. The
adopted donor cell principle of the codes is the reason for the problems in
calculating thermal stratification in the CMT. Acceptable results were obtained
only when the CMT was modeled with short nodes or when the condensation rate
in the CMT was artificially reduced. The RELAP5 code already includes a
thermal stratification model.
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the PACTEL experience, the following recommendations can be made
for the designer of PSISs with CMT:

• The use of sparger in the CMT is of great importance since it largely reduces
possibilities for condensation problems in the tank.

• The use of a tall CMT with a small diameter leads to a thicker hot liquid layer
in the CMT, which protects the system against possible harmful condensation.

• A pressure balancing line connection to the cold leg leads to a thicker hot
liquid layer in the CMT than in the case of PBL connection to the pressurizer.
Connecting the PBL to pressurizer also leads to the accumulation of more
water in the pressurizer at the end of the transient, and leads to earlier core
heat-up. So, PBL connection to the cold leg can be recommended.

The PACTEL experiments concentrated on SBLOCA transients and covered only
a part of the possible transients in a APWR plant. For the designers of further
experimental work, the following recommendations can be made:

• Investigation of PSIS behavior in large break LOCAs would be of great
importance. The LBLOCAs may show strong condensation in the CMT, since
there will be practically no recirculation phase in LBLOCA’s.

For the computer code developers and users, the following recommendations can
be made:

• The code developers should consider more accurate modeling of the thermal
stratification. The heat transfer from a vertically moving hot water layer to a
wall also needs more precise modeling. It should be mentioned that although
these phenomena were not completely correctly calculated, the overall behavior
of the PSIS was predicted accurately.

• The code calculations indicated the condensation modeling of the current
computer codes is inadequate for describing condensation in a large vessel, like
the CMT. Especially, description of the liquid film behavior should be
improved.

• The use of McAdams natural convection correlation to calculate heat transfer
from the hot liquid layer to the CMT walls seems appropriate.

• Special attention should be paid to the noding of the CMT and the pressure
drops in the PSIS lines.

For the experimental team, the following recommendations can be made from the
code simulations:

• To improve the secondary side modeling it would be necessary to have some
additional test data from the pressure and level controller behavior.
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• The distribution of heat losses and pressure drops of the PACTEL facility
should be evaluated more accurately with measured data.

• The curve of fluid volume vs. height of the PACTEL facility should be
compared with the experimental value.

For the users of the experimental data it can be recommended:

• The data gathered can be used for following purposes: (1) for the design of
PSIS’s with CMT, (2) to improve thermal-hydraulic code models for thermal
stratification or condensation and (3) to improve the capabilities of thermal-
hydraulic or CFD codes.

• The scope of the experimental programme does not permit making
recommendations to be made about the use of the investigated PSIS in existing
plants as a substitute of the HPSIS.
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